Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) binds to EGF activating tyrosine phosphorylation through receptor dimerization prompting uncontrolled multiplication. Domain organization, secondary structure combinations in motifs and interactome define such transitory changes responsible for the multi-functionality of human EGFR. We report the predicted phosphorylation sites on Ser, Thr and Tyr residues in addition to 74 auto-phosphorylation sites on Tyr in human EGFR. These data suggest a complex interplay between phosphorylation types for modification resulting in the modulation of human EGFR functionality. It is of further interest in future to thoroughly understand the associated data to clarify the various roles played by post translational modifications (PTM) in human EGFR.
adjustment on the equivalent or neighboring deposits, the yin-yang destinations, has been seen in a few atomic and cytoplasmic proteins [13] , and proof of O-GlcNAc alteration in EGFR type III has been tentatively checked [14] . This elective alteration of Ser/Thr buildups by O-GlcNAc and phosphate frequently results in practical switches of a protein [14] . In this study, we have distinguished conserved domain, secondary structure combinations in motifs, interacting partners, and posttranslational modifications, including phosphorylation sites and other parameters in human EGFR. Interplay between phosphorylation modification on Ser and Thr residues in the EGFR occurs, suggesting an essential role in the functional regulation of human EGFR.
Methods: Human EGFR domain and secondary structure prediction:
The amino acid sequence of EGFR was retrieved from the genome database at NCBI. Domain organization was assigned using SMART, Pfam, Prosite, InterProScan, and PANTHER programs [15] [16] [17] . The secondary structure perdition of human EGFR protein (containing several helices, strands, and coils) and membrane orientation was completed using MEMEMBED [18] . Functional protein association network using STRING:
The amino acid sequence of EGFR protein (Homo sapience) was submitted to the STRING DB version 10. The protein-protein interaction study was done using high sureness parameters (0.9) and filtering number of interfacing assistants to twenty. Different sources have been used to predict these associations, for instance, central databases give known interchanges, and physically curated databases provide pathway learning. Known data are benchmarked and adjusted against past data, using the strange state groupings given by the manually curated Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway maps [19, 20] . Figure 1A . The secondary structure prediction by PSIPRED demonstrates that presence of strands, α-helix, and loops in the human EGFR ( Figure 1B (Figure 2A ). (Figure 3 ). There are three essential pathways which are playing a vital role that is non-small cell lung cancer pathway having lung cancerous growth as a leading source of disease. Nonlittle cell lung disease (NSCLC) represents roughly 85% of lung malignancy and speaks to a heterogeneous gathering of tumors, comprising for the most of squamous cell (SCC), adeno (AC) and enormous cell carcinoma. Sub-atomic instruments adjusted in NSCLC incorporate initiation of oncogenes, for example, K-RAS, EGFR and EML4-ALK, and inactivation of tumor suppressor qualities, for example, p53, p16INK4a, RAR-beta, and RASSF1 [22, 23] . EGFR protein has a crucial role in the calcium signaling pathway, Ca 2+ that enters the cell from the outside is an essential wellspring of sign Ca 2+ . Section of Ca 2+ is driven by the nearness of an enormous electrochemical inclination over the plasma film. Cells utilize this outside wellspring of sign Ca 2+ by initiating different section channels with generally various properties. The voltageworked channels (VOCs) are found in volatile cells and produce the quick Ca 2+ transitions that control quick cell forms. There are numerous other Ca 2+ -section channels, for example, the receptorworked channels (ROCs), for instance [22] . The MAPK signaling pathway, the mitogen-actuated protein kinase (MAPK) course is an exceptionally preserved module that is engaged with different cell capacities, including cell expansion, separation, and relocation. Vertebrates express in any event four mainly managed gatherings of MAPKs, extracellular sign related kinases (ERK)-1/2, Jun amino-terminal kinases (JNK1/2/3), p38 proteins (p38alpha/beta/gamma/delta) and ERK5, that are initiated by explicit MAPKKs: MEK1/2 for ERK1/2, MKK3/6 for the p38, MKK4/7 (JNKK1/2) for the JNKs, and MEK5 for ERK5. Each MAPKK, in any case, can be initiated by more than one MAPKKK, expanding the intricacy and assorted variety of MAPK flagging. Each MAPKKK gives responsiveness to unmistakable boosts. Figure 4B . These data show a high phosphorylation potential in human EGFR and minimum in methylation and oxidation potentials. The data from NetphosK 1.0 for foreseeing the capability of kinases associated with the EGFR's auto-phosphorylation locales demonstrate that EGFR is having the central potential for kinase functioning in the network.
Conclusion:
Human EGFR and receptor tyrosine kinase binding ligands of the EGF family are involved in several signaling cascades to convert extracellular signals into appropriate cellular responses. Known ligands include EGF, TGFA/TGF-alpha, amphiregulin, epigen/EPGN, BTC/betacellulin, epiregulin/EREG, and HB-EGF/heparin-binding EGF. The phosphorylated receptor recruits adapter proteins, which in turn activates downstream signaling cascades. We have shown the significance of PKC and Ca ++ and their interchange in the differential control of human EGFR's flagging in this study. We have also estimated the number locales in the human EGFR. It is of further interest to thoroughly understand the associated data to clarify the various roles played by PTM in human EGFR.
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